INDIVIDUAL LIBRARY SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT

This Individual Library Subscription Agreement dated ____________, (the “Subscription Agreement”) is by and between Serials Solutions, Inc. (“Serials”) and _________________ (“Library”).

WHEREAS, Library has subscribed to services offered by Serials, either independently or pursuant to a library consortia subscription agreement (the “Consortia Agreement”).

WHEREAS, before Library receives the services provided by Serials, Library is required to execute this Subscription Agreement and be bound by the terms and conditions contained herein.

NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual covenants and conditions of this Subscription Agreement, the parties agree:

1. **Distribution of Reports.** Library agrees that any reports, updates or other materials it receives from Serials shall only be reproduced and distributed for Library’s internal use. For purposes of this Section 1, “Library” means a library that has both a discrete listing in the most recent edition of R.R. Bowker's *American Library Directory* and has a single collection of full-text electronic format journal holdings. Except as may be otherwise expressly provided in this Subscription Agreement or applicable Consortia Agreement, Library may not distribute, encourage distribution, or allow distribution of reports, updates or other material received from Serials to individuals, organizations, or other entities other than Library without the express, written consent of Serials. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any Library receiving reports, updates or other materials in HTML format may post such material on the Library’s world wide web site.

2. **Copyright Notice.** Library shall prominently display the following copyright or trademark notices and legends on all copies, reproductions and web postings of the report, updates or other material provided by Serials:

   © Copyright 2003 Serials Solutions, Inc., all rights reserved.

3. **Proprietary Information; Confidentiality.** “Proprietary Information” means products, designs, trademarks, discoveries, trade secrets, inventions, improvements, ideas, or copyrightable works, including all rights to obtain, register, perfect, and enforce these proprietary interests. Library acknowledges and agrees that, except as otherwise provided in this Subscription Agreement or any applicable Consortia Agreement, title to all of Serials’ Proprietary Information shall remain the sole and exclusive property of Serials. Except as permitted under this Subscription Agreement or any applicable Consortia Agreement, Library shall keep Serials’ Proprietary Information confidential and shall not disclose any Proprietary Information without Serials’ prior written consent. Library will cooperate with Serials to protect Serials’ copyrights and other proprietary rights related to this Subscription Agreement or any applicable Consortia Agreement. Except as provided in this Subscription Agreement or any applicable Consortia Agreement, Library may not use any part of Serials’ Proprietary Information for any purpose whatsoever without Serials’ express written consent.
4. **Servers.** Serials will use commercially reasonable efforts to provide those products and services hosted on Serials’ servers on a continuous basis and free from all viruses or other harmful software. Serials does not guarantee or warrant that its servers will operate without interruption and be at all times free from viruses or other harmful software.

5. **Disclaimer of Warranties.** Serials shall deliver Reports, updates and other products and services “AS IS” and expressly disclaims all warranties, express or implied, including the warranty of merchantability and of fitness for a particular purpose. Also, Serials explicitly disclaims all warranties that the Reports and updates provided by Serials are compatible with Library’s electronic systems.

6. **Limitation of Liability.** SERIALS’ TOTAL LIABILITY TO LIBRARY FOR ANY CLAIM ARISING UNDER THIS SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT SHALL NOT EXCEED THE AMOUNT PAID BY LIBRARY UNDER THIS SUBSCRIPTION AGREEMENT DURING THE YEAR IN WHICH THE CLAIM ARISES. UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHALL SERIALS HAVE ANY LIABILITY TO LIBRARY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT OR TORT, FOR ANY DIRECT, CONSEQUENTIAL, EXEMPLARY, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT OR SPECIAL DAMAGES OR COSTS, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, LOST REVENUE, LOSS OF GOODWILL, OR DAMAGED OR DELETED DATA FROM ANY LIBRARY OPAC, OR OTHER SYSTEM, ARISING OUT OF THIS AGREEMENT OR THE USE, THE RESULT OF USE OR THE INABILITY TO USE THE PRODUCTS OR SERVICES PROVIDED BY SERIALS TO LIBRARY, EVEN IF SERIALS IS ADVISED, KNEW, OR SHOULD HAVE KNOWN ABOUT THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF. LIBRARY ACKNOWLEDGES THAT THE FOREGOING LIMITATION OF LIABILITY REPRESENTS BARGAINED-FOR ALLOCATIONS OF RISK, AND THAT SERIALS’ FEES, CHARGES, AND COSTS HEREUNDER REPRESENT ALLOCATIONS OF SUCH RISK.

7. **Cooperation.** Library shall cooperate with Serials to provide such information that is reasonably necessary to efficiently produce Serials’ reports and updates.

8. **Modifications.** Library may request modifications to the scope of any reports or documents it receives from Serials by notifying Serials in writing of its requested changes. Serials’ policy for modifying such reports shall be available on its website at www.serialssolutions.com/products.asp.

9. **Authority.** The undersigned represents and warrants that he/she is authorized to execute this Subscription Agreement on behalf of Library.

   IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties to this Subscription Agreement have caused it to be executed on the date first set forth above.

SERIALS SOLUTIONS, INC. [Insert Library Name]

By Stephen McCracken
President

By ____________________
Its ____________________